We propose an approach for pre-training speech representations via a masked reconstruction loss. Our pre-trained encoder networks are bidirectional and can therefore be used directly in typical bidirectional speech recognition models. The pre-trained networks can then be fine-tuned on a smaller amount of supervised data for speech recognition. Experiments with this approach on the LibriSpeech and Wall Street Journal corpora show promising results. We find that the main factors that lead to speech recognition improvements are: masking segments of sufficient width in both time and frequency, pre-training on a much larger amount of unlabeled data than the labeled data, and domain adaptation when the unlabeled and labeled data come from different domains. The gain from pre-training is additive to that of supervised data augmentation.
INTRODUCTION
We study the problem of improving speech recognition via unsupervised pre-training, possibly on external data. Unsupervised pre-training has a long history in the field of speech recognition. Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [1] were widely used to pre-train deep neural networks as part of a speech recognizer [2] , often on the same transcribed data used for acoustic modeling. In recent years, however, RBM-based pre-training has been largely abandoned, because direct supervised training of deep neural networks has improved due to new techniques such as better initialization [3], non-saturating activation functions [4] , and better control of generalization [5] . However, very recent work has begun to reconsider the value of unsupervised pre-training, specifically in the context of representation learning on a large set of unlabeled data, for use in supervised training on a smaller set of labeled data [6, 7, 8] .
At the same time, in the area of natural language processing (NLP), unsupervised pre-trained representation learning has been extremeley successful. In the past two years, several approaches have been proposed for pre-trained text representations [9, 10, 11] . In particular, BERT [11] and its variants have enabled large improvements over the previous state of the art on a number of benchmark tasks [12] .
In this paper we take inspiration from BERT-style pretraining, specifically its use of masked reconstruction loss, and adapt the idea for speech recognition. BERT is a bidirectional model that takes as input text that has had a certain percentage of randomly selected tokens masked, and attempts to reconstruct the masked text. The idea is that a model that can predict the missing data should provide a good representation of the important content. The same idea should hold for speech, but there are some significant differences between text and speech signals. In particular, the speech signal is continuous while text is discrete; and speech has much finer granularity than text, such that a single word typically spans a large sequence of contiguous frames. To handle these properties of speech, we take our second inspiration from recent work on speech data augmentation [13] , which applies masks to the input in both the time and frequency domains. Thus, rather than randomly masking a certain percentage of frames (as in BERT training), we randomly mask some channels across all time steps of the input sequence, as well as contiguous segments in time. We experiment with a range of choices for the number and width of masks, and find that for appropriate choices our BERT-style pretraining significantly improves over strong speech recognition baselines.
RELATED WORK
Recent work has considered unsupervised learning for a variety of speech tasks. Some of this work is explicitly aimed at a "zero-speech" setting where no or almost no labeled data is available at all (e.g., [14, 15, 16, 17] ), where the focus is to learn phonetic or word-like units, or representations that can distinguish among such units. Other work considers a variety of downstream supervised tasks, and some focuses explicitly on learning representations that generalize across tasks or across very different domains [6, 7, 18, 19] . This work uses a variety of training objectives, including autoencoderbased [15] and language model-like [7] .
Specifically for our setting of unsupervised pre-training for supervised ASR, Schneider et al. [8] and Pascual et al. [6] learn unsupervised convolutional network-based representa-tions, and show that they improve the performance of ASR trained on smaller labeled data sets. Their work relates to a number of other recent approaches for unsupervised representation learning [20, 21] based on the idea of maximizing (a lower bound on) mutual information (MI) between the current-time-step representation and future-time-step inputs (or shallow features of the inputs) [20, 21] . Such approaches use either convolutional or unidirectional architectures to extract representations from audio, as their objective relies on the notion of "future", which is not applicable for bidirectional models. These methods obtain impressive results, but are not directly applicable to pre-training bidirectional RNNs, though they can in principle be stacked with bidirectional RNNs. Concurrent work currently under review [22] combines a mutual information-based approach with vector quantization for learning discrete representations, which are then used as input to BERT-an example of stacking a bidirectional model on top of a unidirectional MI-based one.
Our work contrasts with prior work in several ways. First, to the best of our knowledge our work is the first to pre-train bidirectional RNNs for direct use in a speech recognizer and to show improved recognition in this setting. Besides the concurrent work of [22] , we believe our work is also the first to use BERT-style masked reconstruction for representation learning for speech recognition. In addition, we use continuous spectrogram-based input, which allows us to explore both time-and frequency-domain masking, and produces an overall much simpler method. Finally, unlike other recent unsupervised pre-training approaches, we explicitly consider the problem of domain mismatch between the pre-training and fine-tuning data sets (see Section 4.3), and show that a simple adaptation layer can help address it.
PRE-TRAINING BY MASKED RECONSTRUCTION
The main idea of BERT training is to perturb the inputs by randomly masking words with some probability, and reconstruct the masked words at the output. Inspired by this idea, we perform representation learning for speech by masked reconstruction. Unlike the text domain where the inputs are discrete tokens, in the speech domain, the inputs are usually multi-dimensional feature vectors (e.g., energy in multiple frequency bands) in each frame, which are continuous and vary smoothly over time. Moreover, the time span of each frame is typically tens of milliseconds, much shorter than the span of the modeling unit in ASR. Our approach adapts the idea of masked reconstruction to the speech domain. Our approach can also be viewed as extending the data augmentation technique SpecAugment [13] , which was shown to be useful for supervised ASR, to unsupervised representation learning. We begin with a spectrogram representation of the input utterance. Viewing each input utterance as an image of dimension D × T , where D is to the number of frequency bins and T the number of frames, we adopt the spectral masking technique of [13] for masking the inputs:
We select mF segments of the input in the frequency axis with random locations, whose widths are drawn uniformly from {0, 1, . . . , nF }, and similarly select mT segments in the time axis, with widths up to nT , and set the selected pixels (time-frequency bins) to value 0. The intent is that masking in both frequency and time should encourage the network to exploit spatio-temporal patterns in the input. We set nF = 8, nT = 16 and tune mF and mT based on development set ASR performance. Fig. 1 illustrates our approach. Each input utterance X is perturbed with a binary mask M of the same dimensions as X, and then passed through a feature extractor f consisting of several bidirectional recurrent neural layers followed by a linear layer, to obtain a high level representation (features) for each frame. Another (deep feedforward) network g is then used to reconstruct the input from the features. We measure the loss on the masked portion of the input:
denotes element-wise multiplication. Given a set of unsupervised utterances, we minimize the average of this reconstruction loss over the set. After unsupervised pretraining, we retain the LSTM layers of f and use them as initialization for supervised ASR training.
To augment the unsupervised data, we also make use of the speed perturbation method of [13] , which performs linear interpolation along the time axis. Besides the original data, we use two additional speed factors 0.9 and 1.1, effectively obtaining 3 times as much data for pre-training.
EXPERIMENTS 4.1. Setup
We demonstrate our pre-training method using the Lib-riSpeech [23] and WSJ corpora 1 . We explore a few settings with different amounts of data for unsupervised pre-training and supervised fine-tuning. Supervised training is always performed on WSJ, with either the si84 partition (7040 utterances, 15 hours) or the si84 partition (37.3K utterances, 80 hours) as the training set; the dev93 partition (503 utterances) is used as development set, and the eval92 partition (333 utterances) as the test set. The LibriSpeech corpus, with a total of 960 hours of speech, is used for pre-training only.
The input consists of 40-dimensional log mel filter bank energy (LFBE) features with a window size of 25ms and hop size of 10ms, with per-speaker mean normalization for WSJ but not for LibriSpeech (we do not use any information beyond the audio of LibriSpeech). To speed up training, after data augmentation we stack every 3 consecutive frames.
We investigate the effect of pre-training on phone-based and character-based connectionist temporal classification (CTC) systems [24] .
The phone-based system uses 351 position-dependent phones, generated by the Kaldi s5 recipe [25] . The character-based system uses 60 characters including the alphabet, digits, and punctuation symbols. Acoustic model training is implemented with TensorFlow [26] ; we use its beam search algorithm, with a beam size of 20, for evaluating phone/character error rates on the dev/test sets.
Our acoustic model consists of 4 bidirectional LSTM layers [27] with 512 units in each direction. For pre-training, the output feature space of f (X) has a dimensionality of 128. The reconstruction network g has two hidden layers of 1024 ReLU [4] units each. We use Adam [28] as the optimizer for both pre-training and fine-tuning, with initial learning rate tuned by grid search, mini-batch size 4 for fine-tuning on si84 and 16 for si284, and maximum number of epochs 50. We apply dropout [5] at all layers, with rate tuned over {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}. We use the development set phone error rate (PER) at the end of each epoch as the criterion for hyperparameter search and early stopping. The learning rate and dropout are tuned once for the supervised baseline, and the resulting values are used in all fine-tuning experiments. For pre-training, optimization parameters are tuned to minimize the dev set reconstruction loss, which happens within 15 epochs.
Phone-based: Pre-train on si284
We first pre-train the acoustic model on si284 and fine-tune it on si84, to investigate the effect of masking parameters used in pre-training. Note that in this setting, there is no domain difference between pre-training and fine-tuning. The supervised baseline yields a dev PER of 18.52%. Table 1 gives the dev set PERs after fine-tuning, with mF, mT ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. The case mF = mT = 0 corresponds to reconstructing all of the input spectrogram, which 1 LDC catalog numbers LDC93S6B and LDC94S13B. reduces to the normal auto-encoder objective, and does not significantly improve the acoustic model. This indicates that it is hard for the standard auto-encoder approach to learn useful representations with this bidirectional architecture, perhaps because given the full context, the reconstruction problem becomes too easy. We also observe that it is important to have at least one frequency mask, demonstrating the importance of exploring the joint time-frequency structure. To verify the importance of masking segments rather than individual frames or frequency bins, we pre-train another model where the total numbers of masked frames and frequency bins are the same as those of our method using the best parameters (mF = 1, mF = 2), but without constraining the masks to be contiguous; this model gives a worse dev PER of 17.61%. Based on the above results, we fix mF = 1 and mT = 2 for pre-training phone-based systems. For this model pretrained on si284, we fine-tune with different amounts of supervised data, with or without augmenting the training set (using SpecAugment). The dev set PERs are given in Table 2 (second column). We observe that pre-training is clearly helpful when the supervised set is small (i.e., si84).
Phone-based: Pre-train on LibriSpeech
We next explore how the amount and domain of the unlabeled data affect performance, by pre-training on LibriSpeech with 960 hours of speech. For pre-training we use mini-batch size 128, and find that early stopping occurs after 7 epochs. Since there is a domain difference between LibriSpeech and WSJ, we also investigate the effect of domain adaptation for finetuning. For domain adaptation we use linear input networks (LIN, [29, 30] ), which inserts an additional linear layer (initialized as the identity mapping) between the input and the pre-trained network, and only adapts this layer and the softmax layer for the first 5 epochs of supervised training.
The dev set performance when pre-training on Lib-riSpeech is given in Table 2 , with or without LIN adaptation. We observe that without LIN, the performance improvement tends to be smaller than that of pre-training on si284. With LIN adaptation, we obtain consistently better PERs, even when fine-tuning on si284. Furthermore, the gains from pre-training and SpecAugment are additive.
Character-based: Pre-train on LibriSpeech
To study how pre-training interacts with different modeling units, we repeat the above experiments for character-based systems. We tune the masking parameters as before (pre-train on si284 and fine-tune on si84), and set mF = 3 and mT = 2 for pre-training on LibriSpeech.
The dev set performance of pre-trained character-based systems is given in Table 3 . The observations are consistent with those on the phone-based systems. Fig. 2 shows learning curves of the CTC systems in terms of both CER and the average CTC loss over the dev set, with or without SpecAugment. We see that, although the two criteria (CER and loss) do not synchronize completely, the pre-trained systems are advantageous in terms of both. Note that all four models are trained with the same optimization parameters, and the loss curves with pre-training generally show less overfitting.
Finally, we evaluate word error rates (WERs) for the above character-based systems using the WFST-based framework of Miao et al. [31] , with the extended 4-gram language model built by the Kaldi recipe. After composing the decoding (TLG) graph, we perform beam search using Kaldi's Our results show that the more accurate pre-trained acoustic models also give improved word-level decodings with a language model.
CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates that pre-training by masked reconstruction leads to consistent performance improvement for CTC-based ASR. Some questions remain open. We have chosen different masking parameters for pre-training the phonebased and character-based systems, by tuning on the development set; it would be good to have a more efficient way of choosing these hyperparameters. In addition, a thorough comparison is needed with other recent work on representation learning approaches [8, 7, 6, 22] to separate the effects of model type versus pre-training approach; this is not trivial as it is not straightforward to extend these prior approaches to bidirectional recurrent models.
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